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Riding into Town Square, you 

might see a classic Camaro 

fueling up at the old school 

pump. A toddler stumbling 

down the sidewalk, jeans tucked into 

their new Hewlett & Dunn cowboy 

boots. A lawyer in a suit walking back to 

their office from the courthouse; maybe 

even Collierville high schoolers on a 

date outside Raven and Lily. Our Square 

is the embodiment of what we refer to 

as ‘Main & Mulberry’—a little slice of 

the South where inevitable growth and 

modernism is met with charming small-

town ambience.

 

As both students of their influences and 

masters at weaving originality into their 

craft, artists understand this juxtaposition 

better than most. Some would say it’s 

their intention. So, it’s only fitting you 

could also see a local musician shutting 

their trunk and lugging their gear up the 

sidewalk to Tour Collierville.

 

Saloon doors greet you when stepping 

inside the all-wooden, shotgun style suite. 

Push past them and an original, 1885 

Orgill Brothers & Co. bank safe occupies a corner of the room as it has for as long 

as anyone can remember—just another Collierville nod to its old-school charm. A 

walk down a meandering hall brings you to a recording studio in the back. Main 

& Mulberry: Sessions are recorded here. “It’s a cool, unique space for artists to 

record and publish intimate, acoustic covers and original songs,” shares Nicholas 

Cotros, who films and edits all the in-studio recordings.

 

Perhaps now more than ever, it’s possible for musicians to break-through without 

a big record label. Just as you can discover your new favorite band through a 

portable speaker from the tent next to you at Fair on the Square, an artist can make 

their break by an iPhone video uploaded to YouTube. And maybe those are the 

artists we want to hear the most.

 

That’s why we created Sessions. What began as an unplugged Christmas cover 

from local musician Adam Miles, filmed on the Square in 2019 and posted to our 

Facebook page, turned into 62 Sessions episodes featuring over 25 local musicians. 

So far.

 

“Growing from a small office space with one camera into our current studio and 

multi-camera, multi-channel audio setup has been a real journey,” says Matt 

Mages, the audio engineer behind-the-scenes. “We now have a very flexible setup 

to accommodate just about anything and we aim to make the recording process 

stress and pressure-free. The hardwood walls create a very nice, natural reverb that 

I think adds a special sonic character to the performances.”

 

Along the journey, we’ve hit a few milestones. “After Bailey Bigger recorded with 

us, we gained a lot of credibility,” says Nicholas. From there it just continued to 

grow. “Johnny Maestro’s ‘Heartless Valentine’ was a big milestone for us, as well 

as the artists. It has over 10,000 views. We knew we were doing something special 

then,” shares Matt. “I remember messaging Abby Frances to tell her that ‘Leave Me 
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in the Dust’ hit 10,000 views, and she was so surprised and 

grateful. It has over 12k now and that’s huge for an original 

song by a local artist!”

 

Of course, the best thing about hosting local artists is 

that they are, well, local. Musicians might not need a 

big label anymore to gain a following, but that doesn’t 

necessarily make their path to the big stage easier. I 

asked Nicholas his favorite thing about recording the 

music series. He said, “It’s comforting to think that we 

may have contributed to a local, small-town artist’s 

success.” Like our local businesses, local musicians need 

our support, too. We’re just glad to play a part.

 

Our music series features cover songs, originals, and 

interviews from local artists looking for their big break 

or just stopping by our iconic Town Square to share their 

talent. We’ve recorded blues artists, former American Idol 

contestants, jazz musicians, and local folks who can play 

and sing with the best. Relive a few of our staff’s favorite 

Sessions episodes with a scan of your phone’s camera:

 

Tune-in to Sessions on Fridays at 3:00pm or watch our 

previous guests at mainandmulberry.com. Know someone 

we should feature? Send us an email!

story | AUSTIN ESSARY

JOHNNY MAESTRO 
“Heartless Valentine”

ABBY FRANCES
“Leave Me in the Dust”

WILL TENNEY
“Clay Pigeons”

TALE OF TWO 

“Chicago Lighting”

BAILEY BIGGER 

“Weight of Independence”

Abby Frances

Johnny Maestro

Bailey Bigger

Maureen Fraser
50 N. Main Street, Ste. 101, Collierville, TN 38017
Office (901) 853-0763  |  Mobile (901) 674-0954
soldwithmaureen.com  |  johngreen.comBuilding Neighbors since 1979.
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1016 West Poplar Ave Suite 104, Collierville, TN • (901) 446-4668 • premiermartialarts.com/centralcollierville • pmacollierville@gmail.com

Your child deserves confidence and self-respect. What 

if they had a physical outlet that reinforced these life-long 

character traits? Or — even better — a hobby that taught 

them to understand responsibility, mutual respect, kindness, 

and self-discipline? It’s possible, and they can even have fun 

while learning.

That’s why we’re bringing Premier Martial Arts to Collierville.

BLENDED CLASSES
Premier Martial Arts provides structure for your kids 

through a blended curriculum different from your typical 

studio. With heavy emphasis on character development, 

fitness and self-defense achievements are the cherries on 

top. Your child will become a well-rounded martial artist; 

but our goal is to better empower your child to grow strong 

in confidence, increase focus and concentration, and gain 

perseverance as lifelong tools for their future.

ADULT SELF-DEFENSE
Not a gym person, either? Our adult classes are primarily 

focused on practical self-defense through Krav Maga, the 

official system of the Israeli Military and used by hundreds of 

law-enforcement agencies throughout the world, as well as 

Muay Thai Kickboxing.

PRESALE SPECIALS
For a limited time, we are offering a free introductory, 

private lesson with an instructor where your child achieves a 

white belt to begin their journey. We are also offering deeply 

discounted initial rates for our founding members.

Co-Owners Casey and Kevin Maidon are proud 

Colliervillians and eager to begin building the PMA 

community right here at home. 

Give us a call or visit our website for more information and to 

take advantage of our Grand Opening Specials.

KARATE | TAE KWON DO | KRAV MAGA | KICKBOXING

EMPOWERING LIVES 
THROUGH MARTIAL ARTS

SUNDAYS
9:15AM & 11:00AMW O R S H I P  W I T H  U S

SUNDAYS AT 9:00AM & 11:00AM

1035 E. Winchester Blvd.
Collierville, TN 38017
HighpointOnline.com

To book your most magical Walt Disney World vacation, contact us today!

901-853-6200 / 901-337-6600
Collierville / Memphis / Bartlett

©Disney  2542457

The World’s Most Magical Celebration is calling you 
to commemorate an event 50 years in the making. 

Because when you celebrate here, nothing  
could be more magical.


